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Dear Graduates,

Current conditions in the United States and around the world require a departure from traditional graduation messages this year. You will always be known in history as the Class of 2020, and people will know what that means. They will likely be sympathetic when you share your experience of life as a college student under quarantine and describe your virtual commencement ceremony. But I think the next part of the story will be what truly defines the Class of 2020.

We here at SUNY Corning Community College are proud to count you as alumni of our college. Earning a diploma or certificate under these most challenging of circumstances will forever make you unique. You adapted to the rapid shift to distance learning in light of COVID-19 and persevered on your computers in the final weeks of the semester to complete your studies. Your professors have indicated that you have demonstrated the knowledge, skills, and competencies in accordance with the high standards of our programs and have met all of the requirements necessary to be awarded your credential. You should take great pride in that achievement.

You have also demonstrated great resilience as a member of the graduating class of 2020. I encourage you to always remember how you were able to dig deep when confronted with this challenge. If you draw upon that memory as you leave SUNY CCC, moving onto a four-year university or into the workforce, you will continue to succeed. The true story and the enduring legacy of the Class of 2020 will not be what you did during the coronavirus crisis but rather what you did after. I am betting that you will continue to amaze.

Congratulations and best wishes to all of our graduates.

William P. Mullaney, Ph.D.
President, SUNY Corning Community College

SUNY Corning Community College Regional Board of Trustees

Carl H. Blowers, Chair
Nancy M. Wightman, Vice Chair
Michael J. Wayne ’80, Treasurer
Ronald E. Allison ’68
Gail O. Baity
Thomas F. Beers
Judy McKinney Cherry
Polly M. Chu
Dr. Christa Y. Heyward
Nykole L. Parks ’95
Heather Reynolds-Kaszynski
Alan S. Winston
Anna Moretti ’20, Student Trustee

Tri-County Legislative Chairs
Mr. David Manchester ’71, Chemung County
Mr. Carl H. Blowers, Schuyler County
Mr. Scott J. Van Etten, Steuben County
HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE

Under the sponsorship of the Corning-Painted Post School District, Corning Community College opened its doors in September 1958 with eight faculty members and a student body of 118. The new college was led by 32-year-old Dr. William Lee Perry and started in a Corning School District building on Chemung Street.

By 1960, the College enrollment increased to 350 full-time students and 260 part-time students, with the number of faculty doubling to 16. The College continued to grow and began looking for a permanent home. In October 1960, thanks to a generous gift of land by Arthur A. Houghton, Jr. and a $2,250,000 donation from Corning Glass Works Foundation, the College began construction of a new campus on Spencer Hill. Dr. Perry spearheaded the planning, design, and construction of the College on Spencer Hill, and classes began on the hill the fall of 1963. The campus was formally dedicated in May 1964, and it received its first Middle States accreditation in June of that year.

When Dr. Perry left in June 1966, full-time faculty had grown to 70, with the College organized into six academic divisions. Dr. Robert W. Frederick, Jr. became the College’s second president in July 1966. The College celebrated its 10th birthday in 1968 with a graduating class of 524—nearly 10 times the size of the first graduating class in 1960. In 1970, the College added the Nursing Building, increasing classroom capacity by 25 percent. Then in 1971, a new maintenance building helped increase classroom space by moving maintenance staff out of the academic buildings. When Dr. Frederick left the Presidency in 1975, the number of full-time faculty had risen to 84, and the College had expanded to eight academic divisions. Also, the Goff Road building had been added to the College’s facilities. When Dr. Donald Hangen accepted the position as the College’s third president, the student body had grown to 1,952 full-time and 832 part-time students.

Dr. Hangen served the College as president until 1994. His administration saw the addition of the Learning Resource Center, the Business Development Center, and the Eileen Collins Observatory. In 1993, the College had 1,717 full-time students and soared to 2,221 part-time students. The combined full- and part-time students accounted for the greatest number of credit hours taught in the College’s history. It was also the second year that part-time headcount would exceed full-time headcount, a trend that has remained consistent to the present time. A critical change in the College’s operation occurred in the middle of the Hangen administration as the Corning-Painted Post School District became unable to sustain financial support of the College. After considerable effort, the College developed into the first regional community college in New York. Unlike other New York community colleges, Corning receives funding from Steuben, Chemung, and Schuyler counties through a charge-back system that provides revenue based on the number of students from each county. Under this system the College continues to prosper. When President Hangen retired in 1994, Dr. Eduardo Marti became the
College’s fourth president who continued the expansion of the College. By the time Dr. Marti left in 2000, the College had added the Planetarium and the Airport Corporate Park facility, housing automotive and machine tool technology programs.

Dr. Floyd “Bud” Amann became the College’s fifth president in May 2001. In the fall of 2009, the College saw enrollments of 2,559 full-time and 3,113 part-time students, a far cry from the 118 students in 1958. The College also saw tremendous growth in its off-campus enrollments, including a near doubling of students in its high school concurrent enrollment program.

In August 2007, the Academic and Workforce Development Center in Elmira opened its doors to address the need for skilled employees, to attract new jobs to the region, and to assist the success of entrepreneurs and established businesses. The Center now houses many credit and non-credit courses, including the new welding facility, while also housing community service partners.

During the summer of 2011, the College welcomed Dr. Katherine “Kate” Douglas, the College’s sixth president. During her first year in office the entire campus community engaged in a deliberative examination of the College’s mission, vision, and values. Dr. Douglas’ inauguration ceremony was held in April 2012, and shortly thereafter, the College kicked off a Strategic Planning effort to focus on the College’s strengths and move the institution forward.

Following two years of careful study, the College’s Regional Board of Trustees unanimously approved student housing on the hill, and construction of the three-story residence hall began with a groundbreaking ceremony in April 2012. The $16.8 million building initiative was underwritten by the Corning Community College Development Foundation using no public funds. In March 2013, the College’s Regional Board of Trustees voted to honor Dr. William Lee Perry, founding president of Corning Community College, and his wife Carolyn Perry, by placing his name upon the new residence hall. Perry Hall was completed in August 2013 allowing the College to welcome its first residential students for the fall of 2013 semester. Members of the Perry family – along with members of the College community from past and present – attended the Hall dedication on May 23, 2014, exactly 50 years to the day of when the Spencer Hill campus was dedicated by President Perry.

In January 2013, bringing closure to a facilities planning process begun in 2007, the College’s Regional Board of Trustees approved a renovation and renewal plan for the Spencer Hill Campus. The plan included renovations and an addition to the Arthur A. Houghton, Jr. Library, the Student Commons building, and the Gymnasium along with construction of a new turf field. The $23.3 million investment of these projects was celebrated with a groundbreaking ceremony in April 2014 attended by federal, state, and local dignitaries. Work on these three projects was completed in March 2015. The Author A. Houghton, Jr. Library opened in January 2015.
In March 2015, SUNY Corning Community College held the ribbon cutting for its state-of-the-art welding facility in the Academic and Workforce Development Center in Elmira for its non-credit Welding Technology Program.

In April 2015 the College underwent its accreditation visitation by the Middle States Commission on Higher Education, with the visiting team reporting that SUNY Corning Community College met or exceeded all fourteen of its standards of excellence.

In 2016, the College was ranked the top two-year college in New York State and welcomed the first class of students to the Southern Tier STEM Academy. Construction began on the Health Education Center, a new state-of-the-art complex designed to serve the educational needs of aspiring health-care professionals. The College received its first $1 million gift from an individual donor, Professor Emeritus Walter R. Smith, to endow a Visiting Scholar program in his name.

In 2017, the College launched a new academic program, Community and Public Health, saw the Red Baron mascot advance to the Final Four of SUNY’s Mascot Madness annual competition, and welcomed the largest entering class of Nursing students to the technology-rich Health Education Center.

In 2018, the College renamed several buildings in recognition of the support received from our sponsor counties. Schuyler Hall, Steuben Hall, and Chemung Hall are now central to the student experience at SUNY CCC. In 2020, the College launched a public/private partnership with Siemens and celebrated the ceremonial groundbreaking for the STEAM Innovation Center, the future home for the Mechatronics academic program and the Innovation Hub, where interdisciplinary research will spark new discoveries.

In the summer of 2019, CCC welcomed Dr. William P. Mullaney to serve as the College’s seventh president. His vision for equity in education along with advocacy for STEAM innovation and continued expansion of health-care programming continues to inspire excellence.

All of us at SUNY CCC recognize, embrace, and celebrate the changing future we are creating together for our students and our communities. We are striving to build a socially, environmentally, and economically sustainable academic enterprise dedicated to transforming the lives of our students, strengthening our communities, and inspiring success that lasts a lifetime. SUNY Corning Community College remains a strong and vibrant institution dedicated to serving the educational and cultural needs of our students and our surrounding communities.
THE MACE

If a college mace traditionally represents the authority of the college faculty and the hope for excellence, it is appropriate that the mace of SUNY Corning Community College was commissioned by the faculty of this institution. In 1960, the faculty created a fund for a permanent gift to thank the community and friends of the College for their support. Robert Goodden of the Royal College of Art in London was brought to Corning in the fall of 1961 to meet with a committee of the faculty to ascertain the spirit that this modern mace was to symbolize.

It was agreed that the mace would be crafted in silver of a modern design, and that it was to express the hope, liveliness, and excellence inherent in the beginning of any institution of higher learning. At the same time, the faculty wished the mace to be an expression of the mind of a creative artist, and thus the design and execution of this work of art was placed in Robert Goodden’s hands without restriction.

The mace was crafted in London at the Royal College of Art, by members of the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths, to Professor Goodden’s design and under his direction in 1964. The crystal apex was formed by the artists of Steuben Glass.

SUNY CCC tradition affords the honor of carrying the mace to our most senior, longest serving professor.

THE MEDALLION

SUNY Corning Community College’s inaugural medal was commissioned in spring 1967 and was presented to President Robert W. Frederick, Jr. on May 18, 1967. The medal, designed by John M. Runyon, then Associate Professor in Art, is cast of silver. The center design has four points, representing the community, Trustees, Students, and Faculty. The raised center represents the presidency, which draws together and fuses the endeavors of each of the points.
FACULTY ACADEMIC ATTIRE

The caps, gowns, and hoods worn at college and university functions date back to the Middle Ages. Monks and students of those days wore them to keep warm in the damp and drafty 12th-Century castles and halls of learning.

When colleges came under secular control in the 1300s, particularly in England, a touch of color was added to the academic garb. Thus the gown for graduates of many English universities is of a scarlet color. With the founding of colleges in the American colonies, the tradition of the academic gown became established on this continent as well.

The academic hood originally formed the cowl worn as a head covering by the monks. It could also be worn as a shoulder cape, or could be used as a bag for the collection of alms, or for carrying books. The length of the hood indicates the degree earned, the doctoral hood being the longest. The hoods are lined with silk in the color of the college or university that conferred the degree, and colored velvet which signifies a particular field of learning.

Agriculture..........................Maize
Arts, Letters, Humanities.........White
Business..............................Dull Gray
Dentistry.............................Lilac
Economics............................Copper
Education.............................Light Blue
Engineering..........................Orange
Fine Arts, Architecture............Brown
Forestry..............................Russet
Home Economics.....................Maroon
Journalism..........................Crimson
Law.....................................Purple
Library Science.....................Lemon

Medicine..............................Green
Music.................................Pink
Nursing..............................Apricot
Oratory..............................Silver Gray
Pharmacy.............................Olive Green
Philosophy..........................Dark Blue
Physical Education.................Sage Green
Public Administration............Peacock Blue
Public Health.......................Salmon Pink
Science..............................Golden Yellow
Social Work........................Citron
Theology............................Scarlet
Veterinary Science...............Grey

Today’s candidates for associate degrees and certificates are wearing gowns similar in style to those worn by candidates for the bachelor degree minus the hood. Their caps are worn with the tassels hanging on the right side until the degree is actually conferred whereupon the tassel is moved to the left side.
ORDER OF EXERCISES

Processional

Invocation
Cynthia M. Hale, MDiv
Chaplain

The National Anthem

Call to Order
Jennifer O’Hara
Associate Professor of Business

Greeting
Carl H. Blowers
Regional Board of Trustees

Opening Remarks
Dr. William Mullaney
President, SUNY Corning Community College

Chancellor Award for Student Excellence Winner
Erin Shaut ’20

Musical Selection
“What A Wonderful World”
by Weiss and Thiele
Performed by Bronwyn Stermer ’20
Accompanied by Associate Professor of Music Loueda Bleiler

Presentation of Candidates for Certificates and Degrees
Fred Herbst
Interim Provost

Welcome to the SUNY CCC Alumni Association
Dr. Edward A. Franklin, Jr. ’72
Professor of Biology
Chair, SUNY CCC Alumni Committee

Congratulations from SUNY Chancellor
Dr. Kristina M. Johnson
SUNY Chancellor

Congratulations Messages from Featured Faculty & Staff

Benediction

Recessional
SUNY CHANCELLOR’S AWARDS

Student Excellence
Erin G. Shaut
Created for students who have best demonstrated and been recognized for the integration of academic excellence with other aspects of their lives, with accomplishments in the areas of leadership, athletics, community service, creative and performing arts, entrepreneurship, or career achievement.

Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Classified Service: Michele Kelly
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Adjunct Teaching: Amy Barr
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Professional Service: Jeanne Eschbach
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Faculty Service: Dave Pindel
Chancellor’s Award for Excellence in Teaching: Dr. Sandy Franklin
Regional Board of Trustees Excellence in Teaching Award: Dr. Robert Koble

2020 COMMENCEMENT AWARDS*

Academic Excellence Award in Nursing ................................... Kristina E. Foglia
Pauline J. Kelley Nursing Scholarship ............................................ Nicole J. Jayne
Clinical Excellence Award in Nursing ............................................ Brian J. Mclinko
Professional Nurses of the Twin Tiers Leadership Award .............. Marie L. Andrews
Engineering Science Award .............................................................. Tanner S. Ryan
Corporate and Community Education Part-Time Student Award ....................... Jennifer L. Wattles
Carol McKenzie Music Award ................................................ Bronwyn D. Stermer
Chemical Dependency Counseling Program Award .................... Teesha Moore
Human Services Program Award ....................................................... Ivy G. Aiken
Communications & Humanities Division Award for Excellence .... Steven M. Crowell
Psychology/Sociology Award ......................................................... Haley E. Maggs
Computer and Network Technology Program .............................. Richard J. Bintliff
SUNY Corning Community College Award for the Outstanding Student in Chemical Technology ................................................... Daniel J. Brown
SUNY Corning Section of the American Chemical Society Award for Outstanding Chemistry Student at SUNY CCC ............................ Daniel J. Brown
Early Childhood Studies A.A.S. Program Award ......................... Jessica N. Church
Early Childhood Services Award ....................................................... Rosario Brown
Electrical Technology Award ......................................................... Thomas E. Nelson
Robert T. Giuffrida Language Award ............................................ Kaitlyn Orcutt
Social Sciences Excellence Award ...................................................... Emilee E. Stephani
Herb Gross Mathematics Award .................................................... Nugzari N. Khalvashi-Sutter
Manufacturing Technology Program Award ................................. Jerrie D. Smalley-Pond
Mechanical Technology Program Award ........................................ Nick S. Bonham
Thomas A. McGrath Award for Excellence in Science ..................... Erin G. Shaut
PTK All-NY Academic Team Award ................................................ Brooke M. Smith

STUDENT REGALIA

Red Baron Leadership Academy
The white stole and red lettering signify membership in the Red Baron Leadership Academy. Graduates wearing these symbols have met all requirements for completion of the academy.

Phi Theta Kappa International Honor Society
The gold stole and gold tassel signify membership in Phi Theta Kappa International Honor Society of the Two-Year College. Graduates wearing these symbols have achieved a cumulative grade point average of 3.5 or above.

Collaborative Online International Learning
Faculty and students in COIL (Collaborative Online International Learning) classes celebrate their online partnerships, this year with classes in China, Mexico, and Scotland. Students wear pins and faculty wear sashes that represent the country of their partner class.

Pennons
This ancient symbol marks the accomplishments of those who are being honored at this commencement ceremony. The five pennons represent the certificate programs and the four associate degrees offered at Corning Community College: A.A., A.S., A.A.S., and A.O.S. A pennon became the symbol of achievement during the Middle Ages and, as such, the degree pennons used in today’s ceremony symbolize the achievement of this College’s graduates. A long, narrow flag or streamer, triangular and pointed, the pennon was formerly attached to the head of a lance and was borne as a distinction by the knight. Upon the performance of any gallant action by a knight or his followers, the triangular point of the pennon was cut off, thereby converting it into a banner of distinction and achievement.

Presidential Scholars Medallion
The medallion is on a red ribbon, symbolizing membership in the CCC Presidential Scholars program. Presidential Scholars are first-time, full-time students ranked in the top 10% of their high school graduating class, earning Regents diplomas from an accredited high school in Steuben County, Chemung County, or Schuyler County.

Veterans
Students wearing red, white and blue tassels and cords have served in the United States Armed Forces.
A student earns an Associate in Arts degree by completing a minimum of 62 credit hours of course work with a minimum of 45 hours in the liberal arts and general education disciplines. Students earning an Associate in Arts degree are clearly bound for transfer to a four-year college and many have aspirations of earning a graduate or professional degree as well.

Jeffrey Andrews=*  
Lauren Ernst**  
Rhianon Himes=  
Kaitlyn Kowalski=*+  
Alyssa Lindsley  
Mackenzie Mikula  
Sydney Prutsman  
Trevor Prutsman*  
Julia Reilly  
Max Rogers  
Donnabel Schroeder*  
Bronwyn Stermer^  
Sarah Winslow

Potential graduates as of May 10th  
= Degrees Conferred in Summer or Fall 2019  
* Cum Laude ** Summa Cum Laude  
+ Presidential Scholars < STEM Academy Graduate  
> Phi Theta Kappa # Student Athlete  
^ Resident Assistant

The achievements of students are noted in the program as graduating Cum Laude (* indicating a GPA of 3.5 or higher) or Summa Cum Laude (** indicating a GPA of 4.0), Presidential Scholars (+ indicating scholarship recipient), Stem Academy Graduates (< indicating STEM Academy), Phi Theta Kappa (> indicating membership), Student Athlete (# indicating a student athlete, and Resident Assistant (^ indicating a Resident Assistant).
CANDIDATES FOR CERTIFICATES  
June 20, 2020

A student earns a Certificate by completing a program core or concentration designed to provide a proficiency in a skill or knowledge set necessary for entry into the workforce. Certificates generally require completion of 30 or more credit hours of coursework.

Leah Blank  
Jessica Church*  
Michele Cole  
Nicole Dibble  
Holly Ergott*>  
Cyle Evans=  
Amanda Hayth=  
Jedaiah Hungerford  
Aaron Keesey  
Alec Mathews=*  
Cayla Narde=  
Deven Serdula  
Brooke Sproule  
Adam Stone  
Jennifer Swanson=  
Peg Tracy*+>  
Allan Treat=*  
Stephanie Whitman=  
Trevor Woodrow

Potential graduates as of May 10th  
= Degrees Conferred in Summer or Fall 2019  
* Cum Laude ** Summa Cum Laude  
+ Presidential Scholars < STEM Academy Graduate  
> Phi Theta Kappa # Student Athlete  
^ Resident Assistant

The achievements of students are noted in the program as graduating Cum Laude (* indicating a GPA of 3.5 or higher) or Summa Cum Laude (**) indicating a GPA of 4.0), Presidential Scholars (+ indicating scholarship recipient), Stem Academy Graduates (< indicating STEM Academy), Phi Theta Kappa (> indicating membership), Student Athlete (# indicating a student athlete, and Resident Assistant (^ indicating a Resident Assistant).
A student earns an Associate in Applied Science degree by completing a minimum of 62 credit hours of course work with a minimum of 22 credit hours drawn from liberal arts and general education disciplines. The student also completes a program core or concentration of courses ranging from 25 to 48 credit hours based on a particular course of study. This concentration is designed to prepare students for entry-level positions in the workforce.

Rebekah Adams
Ivy Aiken=
Jordan Allen
Mariah Allis=
Marie Andrews*>
Jeremy Bacon=
Kristen Badeau
Samantha Bahantka
Damon Baker
Jessica Barnes=
Vanessa Barnes
Erica Barrett
Blake Battistoni=
Anthony Belyeu=
Kevin Berry=
Richard Bintliff*
Janae Blackman-Rohn=
Michael Blascovich
Sinead Bond
Nicholas Bonham*
Ashley Boyer
Sarah Braveman
Gary Breinlinger=* 
Derek Breon
Dayton Brewer
Jerome Brooks
Daniel Brown*>
Jennifer Brown
Matthew Brown*
Rosario Brown
Brittany Burgos Post^ 
Austin Burrow
William Carpenter
Melanie Cartagena
Christopher Caughell#
Nathaniel Caughell#
Megan Cheresnowsky*+

Jessica Church*
Anna Clark
Keith Cole
Taylor Crawford
Hunter Crouch#
Alyssa Crout
Deanna Cummings
Kevon Davis=
Attila de Falussy
Amanda Denson*
Margalynn Denson
Stephanie Deuber
Michael Doan
Ronald Drake*
Adam DuBois*>
Kylie Dunn
Matthew Dunn=
Jolene Duvall=
Brandon Ellis
Megan Ely
Cyle Evans=
Lydia Fillmore
Kristina Foglia
Meredith Foster=
Hannah Fox
Diane Frampton*
Lucrecia Frazier
Diane Galbraith
Xiuqin Gao*
David Geis=
Kristine Gessner
Jeffrey Gilbert
Tiffany Gilboy=
Alexander Grady
Marcia Grapevine
Shaylene Graves
Nicholas Habel
Katherine Haig*>
Alyssa Hall
Carissa Hamilton
Ryleigh Hancock*+#
Jessica Hand
Kristin Haner
Katherine Hannacker
Brooke Harvey=*
Louise Hastings=
Shannon Havens
Madison Hawken
Cassandra Hayes
Amanda Hayth=
Samantha Held
Krystal Henderson=*
Megan Hennessy-Nicolo=
Mackenzie Hilsdorf=*
Andreana Hockenberry=
John Henry Hoff
Ronald Hokett=
Jared Holes
Raymond Homolka
Emily Houghtaling
Courtni Howe
Stephanie Hugg*
Natalie Hughes
Jedaiyah Hungerford
Jedaiyah Hungerford
Yasmin Hussain
Samantha Janowski*++
Nicole Jayne*>
Emily Jerzak
Shelby Johnson*
Leigha Jones#
Elizabeth Joris
Elizabeth Joris
Leigh Kaminsky=
Stacey Keckheath=
Aaron Keesey
Dalton Kenney
Cheyenne Kepner
Alec Kerbein
Emilee Knapp>+
Brandon Knoll
Marisa Knowles=
Harley Kohler=
Aubrey Kraus
Melissa Krause
Sara Kuhnnel>
Daniel Kutka
Gretchen Larrison
Erika Lewis
Virginia Livermore-Johnson*
Jacob Longacre
Kristi Manuilow
Anthony Mase=
Ashley Materne=
Alec Mathews=* Corrina Mattison
Hannah Matusicky*
Krystianna May=
Tari McCallum
Alice McDonald
Brian Mclinko
Crystal McRae
Patrick Meyer
Audrey Miller
Carissa Miller
Crystal Miller>*
Matthew Miller
Hillary Millerd*
Quinesia Moore=
Teesha Moore=* Sarah Mullaney
Brenen Murphy
Cayla Narde=
Thomas Nelson
Haley Newman
Shannon Nugent*
Kimberly O’Connell
Erin O’Connor
Thomas O’Connor
Rebecca Oney
Emily Orr
Sondra Page=* Tonya Palmer
Emma Paro
Jacob Parsons
Kandi Partridge
Anna Paul
Potential graduates as of May 10th
= Degrees Conferred in Summer or Fall 2019
* Cum Laude ** Summa Cum Laude
+ Presidential Scholars < STEM Academy Graduate
> Phi Theta Kappa   # Student Athlete
^ Resident Assistant

Holly Posten
Katie Prentice
Tamara Price
Alexander Procopio
Dena Puglisi
Karen Purdy
Lindsey Putney
Tyler Reed
Serina Robbins=
Sara Roberts
Katherine Rominger
Justen Samson
Faith Scalia*
Kate Schermerhorn=* Ann Scott
Jacquelyn Seeley
Deven Serdula
Cairo Shazer
Trevor Simpson><
Ashlee Sincock=
Cody Sindoni*
Amritpal Singh
Robin Sisco=
Jerrie Smalley-Pond*
Ethan Smalt
Jacqueline Smalt
Christine Smith
Corin Smith
Kayla Smith
Taylor Smith=
Samantha Snyder*> Annalie Spencer=
Brittany Steck=* Olivia Steed+
Olivia Steed+ Kayla Stiles
Jordan Sturzenbecker
Kristi Swain
Jennifer Swanson=
Taylor Swarthout
Schuyler Swartz=
Corin Smith

Potential graduates as of May 10th
= Degrees Conferred in Summer or Fall 2019
* Cum Laude ** Summa Cum Laude
+ Presidential Scholars < STEM Academy Graduate
> Phi Theta Kappa   # Student Athlete
^ Resident Assistant

Brittany Steck=*
Olivia Steed+
Kayla Stiles
Jordan Sturzenbecker
Kristi Swain
Jennifer Swanson=
Taylor Swarthout
Schuyler Swartz=
Samantha Taylor
Jessica Thomas=
Taylor Thompkins=
Rachel Thurston
Peggy Tracy>*
Allan Treat=* Simone Trumble
Keenan Tronetti=
Tina Trosen=
Christopher Vanderpoel
Tanya Vennel
Erin Ward*
Tara Watson*
Jennifer Wattles*
Matthew Webster
Claire Weideman
Barbara White*
Malik White#
Roberta White
Zachary White=
Astosha Wilcox=
Arthur Williams
James Williams*
Mallory Wilson
Dylan Wolfe
Nicholas Wood><
Robert Wood
Trevor Woodrow
Jacie Young
Yanbing Zhu*
CANDIDATES FOR THE ASSOCIATE IN OCCUPATIONAL STUDIES
June 20, 2020

A student earns an Associate in Occupational Studies degree by completing a minimum of 62 credit hours of course work. A program core or concentration between 48 to 57 hours is designed to prepare students for entry-level positions in the workforce.

Samuel Beckley*
Brady Force
John Kull
Devin Lowe*
Vernon McLean=
Frank Wood**

Potential graduates as of May 10th
= Degrees Conferred in Summer or Fall 2019
* Cum Laude ** Summa Cum Laude
+ Presidential Scholars < STEM Academy Graduate
> Phi Theta Kappa # Student Athlete
^ Resident Assistant

The achievements of students are noted in the program as graduating Cum Laude (* indicating a GPA of 3.5 or higher) or Summa Cum Laude (** indicating a GPA of 4.0), Presidential Scholars (+ indicating scholarship recipient), Stem Academy Graduates (< indicating STEM Academy), Phi Theta Kappa (> indicating membership), Student Athlete (# indicating a student athlete, and Resident Assistant (^ indicating a Resident Assistant)
A student earns an Associate in Science degree by completing a minimum of 62 credit hours of course work with a minimum of 32 credit hours drawn from liberal arts and general education disciplines. An additional 30 to 40 credit hours are earned in a program core or major concentration of study. This concentration is chosen based on the student’s intended transfer major and may include technical, program, or free electives. Students earning an Associate in Science degrees are generally destined for transfer to a four-year college.

JonPaul Agosta  
Gehrig Allen=  
Daniel Ames  
Joseph Ashton=  
Destiny Bailey  
John Baker*  
Macie Barone  
Michael Barton=  
Brandon Bates  
Tyler Baxter  
Yoseph Beheshti Shirazi*>  
Zachary Beheshti Shirazi*>  
Syble Billings>  
Alexis Bissonnette  
Kennedy Blake>  
Joseph Bocon=  
Daniel Brown*>*  
David Brown**>  
Devin Brucie=  
Tyler Brzezinski=  
Andrew Bucciarelli  
Desiree Bulkley  
Savannah Bulkley  
Hailey Burdick*+#  
Laura Burrell  
Sarah Cain  
Tammie Cain  
Leslie Card>  
Angel Carl  
Ellie Carl**>+  
Nicole Case=  
Olivia Ceasar  
Morgan Cecce=*+  
Joseph Chaborek  
Carolina Chapa*>  
Kaitlyn Chapman  
Emily Cieplik=  
Destiny Clancy  
Robert Clarke=*  
Matthew Coles+  
Megan Coles+  
Ryan Comfort  
Elijah Connel=  
Michael Correll*  
Robert Court=  
Jordun Cranmer  
Michael Cranmer=  
Steven Crowell>  
Victoria Crown  
Cassidy Daines=  
Christopher Davidson  
Jessica Davis=  
Piper Dean  
Danielle Dennis**>#^  
Dylan Derr*  
Chelsea Dignen
Austin Dillon=
Michele Dinicola=#
Allison Dixon
Gabrielle Dixon=
Jason Doud=
Erin Draper*
Adrian Driesbaugh*>
Patrick Drury
Emelia Dutton
Madison Duvall+
Kevin Earley=
Autumn Edwards*+#
Peyton Elston*>
Matthew Emanuel+
Hannah Erb
Tanner Erdman=+
Iris Fannin
Tyler Fauver*
Lillian Fazi=
Daniel Fedor#
Zachary Fetzer
Molly Fox*
Matthew Gardner=
Hailey Gill
Joanna Glick=**+
Hannah Goff
Kieran Goodwin
Taylor Gray*>#
Dylan Green=
Maxwell Gregory=*>+
Gabrielle Greist
Dylan Grimins*
Holly Gross=
Jacob Gross=
Gage Grottenthaler#
Amber Grover
Madeleine Gurecki
Julio Guzman
Matthew Hageman
Sydney Hakes=
Brooke Halm
Miranda Hansen
Nickolas Harrian*>+
D’ron Harris=*
Ashlyn Hartman=>
Dylan Havlen
Tyler Hayden*>#
Tara Healy>*
Zoe Heath
Megan Henbest=
Cheyenne Higgs<
Sarah Hill<
Hailee Hillman
Tamarakye Hoffman-Childs
Michael Hook*>
Nathan Hough=*/+
Jeremiah Howell
Alecia Howells>
Hannah Hubbard=*+Yasmin Hussain
Molly Hyde
Logan Jensen
Andrew Johnson
Arianna Johnson
Jesse Jordan*
Hannah Keeney
Taylor Kennison
Laura Kercher=
Nugzari Khalvashi-Sutter
Mason Kirby
Dylon Kizis
Kaitlyn Klaiber=*/+
Kayla Knapp*>
Zachary Knowlden*+
John Kobbe
Vianna Koegel=*>++
McKenna Kollhoff=
Justin Lamie
Jaclyn Lapierre
Anna Lares=++
Khayyam Latif=
Patri
cia Laverty**>
Justin Lee
Matthew Leister
Emily Leszyk>*
Kiana Lisi
Cherelle Loucks
Hannah Luden
James Lynch
Jocelyne MacLaury
Haley Maggs>*#
Madalyn Mallow=
Brandon Marlatt*
Colin Marsh=**>
Lauren Martin
Lauryn Martin=
Heather Masters
Sage Mayer
Robert McCarrick
Hannah McConnell
Lori McDaniels
Samuel McDonald=*#
Austin McFall
Christian McGary
Christine McGrew=* 
Alecia McKillip#
Leah McLaughlin=
Lilly McLaughlin>
Alicia Meyers=* 
Rachael Micelotta

Daniel Milewski
Sarah Miller=
Patrick Milliken*++
J'kel Mines
Matthew Minor
Nicole Moffe=B
Amber Moore=
Noah Moore
Anna Moretti
Sara Morissette
Hannah Morse*
Connor Nazarczyk**
Kaitlyn Orcutt>*
Nathan Orlando=
Rebekah Page
Tessa Palmquist=*> 
Joy Panicek>*
Megha Patel
Hailey Patoine=* 
Marielle Dawn Perolina=
Dominique Pesesky
Win Phyu=
Ericka Pierce#
Francis Piper
Victoria Pozzi=
Sarah Proper*+
Keiren Pross
Whitney Prunier=
Andrew Pryslak
Chloe Reed
Giavanna Reed<
Thomas Reed III
Gabrielle Reese
Heaven Whipple
Roberta White=
Carigan Whitney
Joshua Willems*
Caleb Wood**+
Dylan Wood=
Kaylee Yarka
Joshua Yeakel

Potential graduates as of May 10th
= Degrees Conferred in Summer or Fall 2019  + Presidential Scholars < STEM Academy Graduate * Cum Laude ** Summa Cum Laude > Phi Theta Kappa  # Student Athlete ^ Resident Assistant

The achievements of students are noted in the program as graduating Cum Laude (* indicating a GPA of 3.5 or higher) or Summa Cum Laude (**) indicating a GPA of 4.0), Presidential Scholars (+ indicating scholarship recipient), Stem Academy Graduates (< indicating STEM Academy), Phi Theta Kappa (> indicating membership), Student Athlete (# indicating a student athlete, and Resident Assistant (^ indicating a Resident Assistant)
STUDENT ASSOCIATION
EXECUTIVE BOARD MEMBERS
President – Brooke Munoz-Halm || Vice-President – Tyler Hayden
Student Trustee – Anna Moretti || Treasurer – Connor Nazarczyk
Secretary – Leslie Card || Activities Coordinator – Trevor Prutsman
Director of Public Relations – Emily Leszyk
Speaker of the Senate – Rebekah Page

CORNING COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DEVELOPMENT FOUNDATION BOARD
Holly A. Segur, President
Thomas E. Blumer, Vice President
Margaret v. Jones, Secretary
Thomas M. Carr, Treasurer
Ronald E. Allison ’68
Aaron T. Alsheimer
Dawn H. Burlew
Douglas L. Cotton
Arthur D. Field
Dr. Edward A. Franklin, Jr. ’72
James C. Johnson
Jill M. Koski
Russell B. Smith
Carl H. Blowers, Ex-Officio
Dr. William P. Mullaney, Ex-Officio

Members of the Class of 2020 hail from the following countries.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
CANADA
PEOPLE’S UNITED REPUBLIC OF CHINA